KABLOONA
you been affected by the epidemic of dog-disease that was thin-
ning out the huskies in our part of the world? How was your
sealing going? Sometimes there were long conversations about
two puppies that one man had promised another and was still
unable to send up to him, the discussion stretching over a period
of six months.
Coppermine's weekly chat hardly lasted ten minutes:
'Thafs about all there is,' the voice would say; cbut here is
Father Le Mer who wants to say a few words/
The voice would change, but the subject of conversation
hardly varied. Missionary or Hudson's Bay man, the strain was
always the same:
'Hello, Father Buliard, Walker Bay! I hope your dogs are in
good shape and seal are plentiful. . .*
The new voice would make its rounds, touching the Arctic
here and there; then it would cease and the first voice would
return:
'Well, that's all for today. This is VBK Coppermine signing
off.'
What ought to have been a comfort was more often than not
a torture to us, for the Post set was practically always out of
order. We would hear the fuzzy hollow sound of the sender's
voice, would cry out happily, 'Here she is!' and then, with
nerves taut and ears strained, we would hear a sort of exhalation
of breath, a bark, a sound of scraping, a few disconnected words
— then silence. Stubbornly, we would stand by; and the worst
was that occasionally we got something.
'Message for Paddy Gib . . / Our hearts would jump into
our throats; and before the name Gibson could be pronounced
the set was dead. What could that message have been? Where
was it from? We were never to know, and the thought filled us
both with anger. CI told you the confounded set was no good!*
I would storm, and for two hours neither of us would say a
word. Weeks went by with no better reception than this. We
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